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I downloaded these videos as mp4 files, edited them in Final Cut Pro, and uploaded the exported sequences in the html5 video element. I found the Michael Foucault video through YouTube’s recommended video feature based on my YouTube history and proceeded to find advertisements of smart phones. Much of the videos I eventually downloaded and used were found through the related video feature; or, if there was a type shot that I wanted to use (TVs playing in shop windows or people walking in an art gallery, for example) I would search for video with that type of content on YouTube or the Internet Archive.

I think playing the videos simultaneously could be more effective if they were edited to match up in the timing of dialogue, images and sounds purposefully, so that the videos could “literally” speak to each other.

Media downloaded (not all appear in the videos):

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CaXb8c6jw0k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gmmAD7bCX7g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jITsaAqYMOw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EjkOiBXI14o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YTXOAAMjvFc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LwwzRDvkpsc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MEUkJzvDhlw
https://archive.org/details/Dennis_OKeefe
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7v94Uh1xnug
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5-Zc-X-aWmA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AREfvTJB20M
https://archive.org/details/GoingPla1948
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZrfXDeLBUTU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=72OcACMIghY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pLRfKuHpfr4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0pDE4VX_9Kk